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Step 1 R2 = .03 R2 = .006
Self-efficacy -.51*** -.18**
Step 2 ΔR2 = .008 ΔR2 = .028
Self-efficacy -.50*** -.16**
Gender Disparity -8.81 -23.24**
Age Disparity 13.56 2.95
Race Disparity 4.42 22.69***
SNAP Disparity 50.66** 38.25**
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Note. p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001. 

BACKGROUND
• Self-efficacy is an independent predictor of adolescent dietary 

behaviors.

• The social determinants of health (e.g., poverty, 
discrimination, and education) are implicated in the built 
environment, such that low-income communities tend to 
contain a surplus of fast food restaurants.

• For underserved youth, access to several fast food 
establishments may undermine self-efficacy for healthy 
dietary behaviors and instead encourage unhealthy dietary 
behaviors (i.e., consumption of fast and junk foods).

RESEARCH QUESTIONS & HYPOTHESES
Research Question: After accounting for self-efficacy, do social 
disparities in inaccessibility to fast food predict adolescents’  
consumption of

1) junk food (sweets, candy, and sugary beverages)?

2) fast food (pizza, French fries, and processed meat)?

Hypothesis: Social disparities in inaccessibility to fast food will 
predict adolescents’  junk food and fast food consumption after 
accounting for self-efficacy.

METHOD

Data: 2016 Family Life, Activity, Sun, Healthy, and Eating 
(FLASHE) study 

Participants: Adolescents were 12-17 years-old [N = 1,627, Mage =
14.47 SD = 1.61, 62% White , 50.5% female , 20% food stamp 
(SNAP) recipients, Mself-efficacy =3.58, SD = 1.72, 39% inaccessibility 
to fast food restaurants).

Extended Gastwirth Index Method: attribute-specific disparities 
(age, sex, race, and food stamp recipient status) in inaccessibility 
to fast food restaurants 10-15 minutes from home.

Hierarchical linear multiple regressions predicting junk food 
and fast food consumption.

Step 1: Self-efficacy for limiting junk food 

Step 2: Disparities in inaccessibility to fast food 

RESULTS

DISCUSSION

• To mitigate disparities in inaccessibility to fast food, 3.8% of 
adolescents from non-reference populations would need to 
lose access to fast food restaurants. 

• Race was the largest contributor to adolescents’ 
inaccessibility to fast food (40.86%).

Disparities 
Ratio

% 
Contribution

Comments

Overall .038
Gender .019 12.57 Reference: Female

Age .056 37.57 Reference: 12
Most disparate: 17

Race .061 40.86 Reference: White
Most disparate: 
Black

SNAP status .014 9.00 Reference: Non-
recipient

• Our hypothesis was partially supported; after accounting for 
self-efficacy, gender-, SNAP-, and race-specific disparities in 
inaccessibility to fast food predicted adolescent unhealthy 
food consumption. 

• Current zoning policies, whereby access to fast food is 
limited in neighborhoods with few racial/ethnic minority 
and SNAP recipient populations, may account for our 
findings.

• Our findings may be an underestimation of the effect of 
disparities on fast and junk food consumption as the 
methodology did not account for intersectionality. 

• Race and age were the largest contributors to overall 
disparity, which is likely due to direct marketing of fast 
foods to Black adolescents and indirect marketing to older 
adolescents as a place to socialize with peers. As such, 
intervention efforts should target Black and older 
adolescents, especially because older adolescents have 
greater autonomy by which to access these foods. Targeting 
these populations could reduce inequities in fast food access.
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The white area below the line represents race-specific disparity in 
inaccessibility to fast food.. The value of this area is .061, which can 
be interpreted as, in order to eliminate race-specific disparity in 
inaccessibility to fast food, 6.1% of adolescents that are not White 
must lose access to fast food restaurants. 

..641.1.166
• Self-efficacy for limiting junk food was inversely associated 

with adolescent consumption of junk and fast foods. 

• SNAP disparities in inaccessibility to fast food was positively 
associated with junk food intake.

• Gender, SNAP, and racial disparities in access to fast food 
restaurants were positively associated with adolescent fast 
food intake.

Note. 1Attribute-specific disparity= [Reference group fraction with no access to fast food- Group 
1 fraction with no access to fast food]* Group 1 population share + [Reference group fraction 
with no access to fast food- Group 2 fraction with no access to fast food]* Group 2 population 
share + etc.
2Percentage contribution – [Attribute specific score/Sum of all attribute specific scores]*100
3Overall disparity score= sum of all attribute-specific disparities ratio/Number of attribute 
specific disparity scores.

Race-specific disparity inaccessibility to fast food = ([.467- .346] x .094 + [.467-
.337] x .1 + [.467-.224] x .166) = .061.

.094

Figure 1. An example of the Calculation of Race-Specific 
Disparity in Inaccessibility to Fast Food Restaurants

Table 2. Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regressions 
Predicting Adolescent Dietary Behaviors from Self-efficacy and 
Disparities in Inaccessibility to Fast Food Restaurants

Table 1. Social Disparities in Inaccessibility to Fast Food 
Restaurants


